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Bucket list family cartoon

Chaunte Vaughn Many people dream about leaving their careers behind to travel the world, but Garrett Gee and his wife, Jessica, made that a reality three years ago. After Snapchat purchased Garrett's mobile scanning app in 2015 for $54 million, gees knew it was finally a great time to unload everything they owned in Utah to move
forward with their adventures. Now that they have explored more than 60 countries with their three young children in tow, gees, who are known on social media as the Bucket List Family, have settled into permanent homes. And what better place for a jetsetters family to call home than an 80-year-old beach bungalow in Hawaii? For
renovations the family turned to Andy and Candis Meredith of the Home Love Network. Merediths, who also appear on HGTV's Old Home Love, documented the entire renovation of the Gees Hawaiian home of the Home Love Network YouTube series that aired this summer. Each episode featured ups and lows that came with renovating
another room (each space is inspired by a different country family visited), and in the series finale, the Gees finally saw their completed property. Here's a look inside the Gees home, which is mostly equipped with a show sponsor, Wayfair. Advertising - Continue reading below 1 Home Bedroom: Morocco The main challenge was
designing every room with a specific country in mind. The biggest thing for me was that it could go very dually, very quickly, says Candis Meredith. I just wanted to choose two or three things that remind you of the country they visited. The main bedroom focused on a bed of canopy and minimal accents, including a Moroccan mat, star-
shaped pendants and a soft head with a combed silhouette and nail head trim. Buy NowHaylee Arch Upholstery Panel Headboard, $142 2 Kitchen: Brazil's Brazilian inspired kitchen accent is a bold green cabinet, which Merediths chose to complement with a weak backsplash. On the choice of colors in the closet, Candis says: Andy and I
specialize in historic houses, and when we restore the historical kitchen, we often find a bright color. It's nice to see how bright the closets were in the old house. It's fashionable, but it's something that's been done for a long time. Buy NowSMEG Refrigerator, $3,000 for 3 Children's Bedroom: Kenya While Candis says gees trusted their
design experience entirely, she admits that they had one request for their children. They wanted their children to share the bedroom, she says. Merediths made that happen and chose to outfit the children's bedroom with custom-built bunk beds, an orange and white striped rug, and a blue closet. Buy NowTarpon Orange and Ivory Area
Rug, $40 for 4 Guest Room: Tanzania-inspired guest room, which is full of reading snacks, is one of the most themed rooms in the entire house. The black and gold palette and the grass used for the walls resemble Africa, but you can go to room, change photos, and it can be [inspired] anywhere. Buy NowPyrus Texture Wallpaper,
$0.52/sq ft 5 Home Bathroom: Morocco Without Green Kitchen Cabinets, another daring moment for the home is the main bathroom, featuring vibrant patterned tiles. It's a different world to a bathroom with crazy tiles and a massive bath, says Candis.Buy NowHoffman Ribbed Wall Mirror, $328 6 Gym: India Gees are serious about fitness,
so they had to have a special area to pursue. In the gym, Candis found inspiration in old-time gyms in India, which she said were super simple and functional. A chalk wall was chosen to make the space feel larger. She also added a little fun to the family with the opportunity to paint what they want, she says. Buy NowDovercliff Bar Stools,
$43 7 Dining Area Living and Dining Room is the only spaces that are not designed around a specific country. They inspired the world, and the family's love of culture and travel, she says. And of all the rooms, the dining area, which contains statement wallpaper boasts a floral motif, crystal chandelier, and historical art, is one space that
most closely reflects candis aesthetics. I'd love to have a room like that in my beach bungalow, she says with a laugh. The purpose of buying a NowPengrove Dining Table, $1,570 8 Living Room Living Room, was to make it feel airy because it has an open ocean view. Because they are so close to the water, the whole room feels like it
floats over the water, Candis says. There are also three different areas in the space that the family can enjoy: a tv venue (which the family has decided not to include yet), a seating area and a place to play games. Buying a NowMaize TV stand, a $250 9 seating area with three young children, was crucial to having lounging and spending
quality family time in the area. Here pillows provide comfort for a wooden bench, which can accommodate storage bags. We call it a turtle tower because if you sit there for more than two minutes, you'll see a sea turtle, Candis says. Buy NowEvelyn 3-Light Shaded Chandelier, $227 This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported into this page to help users submit their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io First, let us in advance say travel is completely achievable with children in tow, albeit with some stress. Some families take their little ones around the world, and that's a wonderful thing,
but before you have to pay for that extra seat on the plane or worry about whether you put up a pacifier for your exercise, there are some places where you should tick your travel bucket list. For this roundup, we went further than just showing a desirable place to visit the world. This time we have chosen a destination based on the unique
experience you can have there, even science says it will make you With Tongan whales hiking in the desert through a camel back in the Moroccan desert, make sure you order these before you give birth. There is something purely magical about whales. Their song is almost folklore in nature, not to mention incredibly soothing listening.
Just witnessing their sheer size moving across the ocean is a sight to behold. So just imagine swimming with them? Well, now you can turn this dream into a reality with Ha'apai, Tonga backpacks. This charming remote island is a temple of these gentle giants who migrate there every year to enchant and stand up to their youth. Tonga is
one of the few places in the world where you can swim along with backpacks, making our number one bucket list an experience that preceded death. Wilderness Travel Are You Ready to Relive Your Childhood? Hark back to yore days and enjoy some basic nostalgia with a holiday spent in an adult treehouse. Surround yourself in a
natural tropical environment with only the sounds of wildlife, so that you can company. Experience the feeling of the sky on earth between the Costa Rican jungle canopy with breathtaking views around you. Tree House Lodge is a room located in the 100-year-old sangrillo tree, but there are also some magnificent towers in trees rented by
Airbnb. According to the reviews of readers, you can enjoy breakfast with local monkeys in the House of Punta Jagua tree- sounds life is changing. Costa Rica Treehouse Just looking at this icy room gives us instant goosebumps all over, but this bedroom isn't your imaginative figure or some very clever Photoshop skills, it's 100% real,
and you can stay there too. In sweden's incredible Icehotel, you can actually sleep in a room carved out of ice. Although it sounds like torture, they have warm apartments, but they recommend spending some time in cold rooms to get the full experience. The hotel's luxurious suites are carved by the hands of local artists and are the
largest of the cold boudoirs. The Jáuve suite features a heated lounge area with sauna, shower and private bathroom. The beauty of this hotel is temporary. Every year, the Ice Hotel is restored in winter with a new façade, construction and rooms. Now it's a surreal experience everyone needs to have in their lives. Ice Hotel If riding a
camel through the desert like your favorite New York Sex and City 2 is on your travel bucket list, now is the time to officially mark it off. Dry warmth, bright surroundings and relaxing hiking pace are not the most attractive holidays for children, so we strongly recommend doing this now, before it's too late. Choose to travel at your own pace
on a private trip to the Sahara Desert, or make it a social event and join other travelers. We recommend booking a three-day guided tour. This includes a night at the Erg Chebbi desert camp, sleeping in nomadic tents after one of the most impressive stars filled You will ever see. Andre Gallant via Getty Images While we're all european
family vacations, this one is definitely the journey you need to make sans kids. Tasting some of the world's finest wine handmade places in vineyards while you look at some of the most beautiful landscapes (the same ones that inspired many famous Renaissance painters) is really our idea of heaven. You also do not need to cost. Italy on
a budget hosts a fun theme of wine tours with punny names like Vine Escape, a day trip to two Tuscan wineries in the afternoon and shopping in the medieval town of San Gimignano in the afternoon. Slow images within the Getty Images Riding horseback riding is not only pushed into midwest stables- it's time to take your rodeo-queen
dreams to the coast. Raise your beach holidays and breathe salty air, driving a beautiful stallion along the coastline. Cabo San Lucas Tours offers several beach options, including a sunset ride, perfect for a romantic date or bonding experience with girls. Watching the sun go over the Pacific Ocean is really a living highlight, we all need to
have our memory banks. Then, when you have children, you can do it again with the whole family for a completely different experience. Nicole Isaacs for Haute Life If you're looking for peace and spiritual awakening, then India is your destination of choice. Country yoga retreats are world-famous due to their unique wellness and
therapeutic modality. Ditch the phone, detox from all the stress of your hectic life, and embrace the peace and tranquility of this ancient holistic therapy and prevent burnout. Ashiyana Yoga Retreat draws attention to the negative side effects of our modern life and helps get rid of them from your body and mind. Do yoga with your internal
medicine and put an ideal work-life balance on. We warn that after that it will be difficult to return to the busy pace of your normal life, but with all that tension released by your internal measure of calm, there will be an all-time record. You'll be ready to take the world back. Leisa Tyler via Getty Images
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